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foreword

The improvement of instruction in all subject matter areas is the only

justification for commissions, committees, and other groups concerned
with curriculum revision. Among the most relevant of all curricular areas
is that of communication. New methods, new techniques, new coordination
of the communication area with other disciplines is a challenge to improve
instruction. It is anticipated that this guide will continue to build a more

effective program in the language arts field.

From the many suggestions printed in this guide, we hope that the
teachers may freely choos... in planni.ig activitias for the improvement of
communication skills spanning from kindergarten into college.

We are greatly indebted to the members of the Language Arts Com-
mittee for their time and cooperation in developing this booklet. Special
commendation should be given to members of the Language Arts Com-

mittee of the Oklahoma Curriculum Improvement Commission who con-
tributed of their time, research, and experience in the development of this

guide in communication.

D. D. Creech

State Superintendentntendent

of Public Instruction
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introduction

A curriculum guide can be an important
device in teaching only if it has emerged
from the best organized thinking of the
group that will use it. Although it was not
possible to involve a large number of teachers
in the actual construction of this guide, many
persons have been involved in the early
stages of planning and in making decisions
about the content and format.

This publication is not a revision of the
1963 Revised Teaching Guide for the Lan-
guage Arts. Under existing circumstances,
revision seemed too ambitious a task for the
present committee. As a consequence, A
Guide to Instruction in Communication is of-
fered as an additional aid. Teachers through-
out the state have praised the existing guide
indicating it is practical and articulate. They
should continue to use the portions appro-
priate for today's learners. People responsi-
ble for this booklet hope it will be equally
helpful.

Following the procedure for earlier pub-
lications of language arts guides. the Okla-
homa Council of Teachers of English and the
Oklahoma Curriculum Improvement Council
collaborated in producing this one. When
preliminary planning began two years ago,
each council selected members to serve on
a production committee. Needless tc say,
there have been dropouts and additions dur-
ing the two-year span. Some people were
appointed to other committees in OCTE; for
various reasons other substitutions were
made. The chairman is indebted to all who
served, but wishes especially to acknowledge
those who worked diligently and loyally from
the inception of the committee to the final
editing of the product.

The curriculum committee, whose total
membership was never present at any one
meeting, gratefully acknowledges the helpful
suggestions from persons outside the com-
mittee. Numerous recommendations ema-
nated from the state-wide Language Arts
Conferences held in October, 1968. Hundreds
of classroom teachers and supervisors rallied
to the call for practical and imaginative
approaches to the teaching of listening,
speaking, reading, writing and thinking.
Ideas submitted at the seven conferences
over the state have been incorporated in
the pages which follow this introduction.
The curriculum committee is indebted to the
able conference leaders who stimulated the
thinking and prompted the exchange of ideas
and sharing of experiences in the group

' James Moffett, A Child Centered Curriculum K13
(Boston: IfoughtonMifflin, 1968) page 6.
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meetings. Also included were the significant
contributions of graduate students in lan-
guage arts classes on campus.

Prior to the fall conferences, on three
different occasions, teachers and supervisors
were invited by the Oklahoma Curriculum
Improvement Commission to planning meet-
ings to help the committee decide on the
format of the guide and to make recommen-
dations and suggestions for its content. One
meeting was held in Oklahoma City, another
in Tulsa, and one at Oklahoma State Uni-
versity. To the people who gave of their
time and thoughts on a "cherished" Satur
day, the committee extends sincere thanks.

A curriculum guide is never finished-
complete in itself. There is always the possi-
bility of adding to, deleting, mollifying qnd
extending whatever is presented. So it is
with this aid. Each item can be extended
and expanded according to the teacher's in-
sight and understanding and the pupil's
readiness for the experience. The loose-leaf
format, so widely requested, has at last be-
come a reality and should make the guide a
flexible, instructional tool.

No attempt has been made to establish
a sequence of language skills by grade levels.
Following the suggestions of many authori-
ties, the assignment of a particular language
activity is left with the decision of the teach-
er who knows the past experiences, present
abilities, and future potentials of individuals
in his class. The committee concurs with
Moffett "that the work of each grade level
cannot be specified by someone who knows
nothing of the school population and of the
past training of each class."'

The fallacy of assigning skills and abili-
ties to grade levels was further substantiated
as the committee, representing grades K-13,
sat together and explored the many activities
suggested by teachers. In the majority of
cases the skill in question was found to be
appropriate for several grade levels. Depth
of understanding and maturity of the learner
will determine the ccmplexity of the skill
involved and the extent to which it can be
used in any classroom.

Therefore, language experiences have
not been presented in chronological order.
However, one will find a progression of skills
and activities spanning from kindergarten
into college, from which teachers may freely
choose in planning activities for the improve-
ment of communication skills.

Idella Lohmann, Chairman



_A Statement 0/ Philo3ophy

This we believe
The best climate for learning grows out of an open and healthy ex-

change of ideas between the teacher and the individual and among
individuals in a class.
Therefor? we

Recognize that language is a key to effective learning and living;
that it pervades all the areas of living in and out of school, directly and
indirectly.
To carry Forward the language development of each individual we --

Discover where the individual is
Set goals with the learner
Provide opportunities for the learner to practice all of the communica-

tion skills and arts
Direct students toward a true identity of self
Develop a sense of social responsibility
Know that there are questions that have no answers
Acknowledge that evaluation is a factor in language growth
Respect ti:e individual for what he is
"Each child's ability to express his ideas is distinctly unique and

personal. The rate at which this ability grows is likewise individual. Only
harm can come from trying to force more mature forms of expression
than children show themselves ready to use."'

"Surely the end goal is worthy of the highest efforts: to produce
students who speak, write, listen, and read better than they have ever
done before."'

' Alyina Burrows, They All Want to Write (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964)
page 221.

' Robert Pooley, Forward to English Language Atte
in Wisconsin (Madison, Wisconsin: Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, 1968) page 1X.



coati .}or cranguage 15.-lehavior

A. Through listening the individual
follows directions
gathers information and summarizes
enjoys poetry, stories, music, drama,

and other oral expressions
creates his own music and literature
reacts to sounds in his environment
reacts to ideas and situations
distinguishes between relevant and ir-

relevant ideas
detects different levels of language
demonstrates appropriate usage of

words
demonstrates awareness of levels of

listening (1) attentive listening, (2)
appreciative listening, (3) analytical
listening, and (4) marginal listening

makes associations for recalling infor-
mation

B. Through spaking the individual
communicates his ideas in a concise,

definite manner
participates in critical evaluation
clarifies ideas through discussion
uses words responsibly
identifies himself with characters in

plays
organizes ideas in proper sequence
employs progressive development of

language usage (depending on situa-
tion)

converses in en enthusiastic, interest.
ing, and courteous manner

demonstrates ability to think creat-
ively in planning skits, plays, and dra-
matizations

demonstrates a sense of pride in clear
enunciation and correct pronunciation

demonstrates ability to read aloud ef-
fectively by using proper phrasing and
breath control

portrays through oral reading the
mood and purposes of the author

defends his own point of view
recognizes social amenities and learns

parliamentary procedure

3

C. Through reading the individual
searches for information and ideas
draws inferences
finds solutions to social and personal

problems
generalizes about situations and condi-

tions
explores ways to frillier a hobby, an

interest, or an activity
gains insite into human behavior
realizes the effectiveness of words
extends his knowledge and imaginatinn
develops attitudes and habits of read-

ing for leisure
develops taste for quality in writing
increases his sensory imagery
widens his horizons about people,

times, and places
gains skill in evaluating the theme of a

story and the behavior and motives of
characters

identifies with characters in literature
enjoys stories of fiction and nonfiction
continues to read outside of school se-

lections of his own choice
shares books with others
becomes discriminating in his choice

of reading materials
learns how an 1 where to locate per-

tinent information

D. Through writing the individual

expresses clearly and vividly his ideas
and feelings

gathers, organizes, and classifies data
arranges ideas and events in sequential

order
distinguishes between relevant and ir-

relevant ideas
makes generalizations
reports without plagiarizing
uses appropriate form for his ideas

(paragraphs, stanzas, lists)
--uses appropriate mechanics to safe-

guard meaning
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cranguage 2)evelopment

5hrougn 2)iagno3i6
Before making long-range or immediate

plans that will lead to maturity in the use of
language and to mature experiences with
literature, the teacher needs to analyze care-
fully where the student is in his language
development. In some schools results of
standardized tests will be available, but
more important than test results will be the
teacher's observation and informal diagnosis.
Such experiences as the following will provide
opportunities for the teacher to observe and
analyze the student's use of language and to
assess the breadth and depth of his :iterary
background.

1. Set up a speaking situation and listen
to each student to determine how well
he speaks. Make notes for future teach-
ing.

2. Tape a sample of each student's speech
and let him hear and analyze his own
speech.

3. Ask each student to write a short paper
on his strengths and weaknesses or about
his major interests. Young students
might be asked to write about a picture.
The teacher should analyze tae writing,
not grade it.

4. Tape ir.dividually each student's oral
reading of a short selection. Note specific
disabilities.

5. Have each student read silently a short
selection. Time the reading and deter-

mine words per minute. Follow the read-
ing with a brief comprehension test. (For
older students the Educational Edition
of Readers Digest or anthologies provide
excellent materials and comprehension
tests.)

6. Ask each student to tell about the best
story or book he has read or the type
of story or book he enjoys. A young
child might be asked to draw a picture
of his favorite book character and tell
the class about it.

7. On a compreher.sive reading list approp-
riate to the grade level have the student
check books he has read.

8. Examine reading record cards from pre-
vious years.

9. Give a vocabulary test.
10. Give a short talk or lecture or read a

story and follow it with a test over the
main points to test listening.

11. Use a tape or record as the basis for a
listening test.

12. Use an appropriate film, such as An
Occurrence t Owl Creek Bridge" for
junior or , .or high students, to test the
ability to observe.

13. Set up a situation in the classroom for
the students to observe and describe in-
dividually as a test of observations.

14. Keep information on each student in an
individual folder or record it on a filing
card.

Planning initractional
experience3

In formulating plans for the instruc-
tional program we believe the following to
be basic considerations:

1. Plans must be made in terms of the
students' needs and serve both im-
mediate and long range objectives.

2. Individual needs must be determined
in specific areas (listening, speaking,
reading, and writing) before instruc-
tion is initiated.

3. Instructional experiences must be di-
rected to the needs of individuals in
the class.

4. Activities must be planned according
to the individual differences within
the group. For example, several dif-
ferent activities may be going on at
the same time to meet the varied
language abilities within the class.

6. Recognition must be given to a wide

range of differences in individual
competencies in each class which is
normal, even with so-called ability
grouping.

6. The purpose of the activities will be
recognized by and meaningful to the
learner as a result of teacher-pupil
planning.

7. Activities must be based upon the
learner's past experience and present
competencies.

8. Activities will integrate the four
facets of the language arts listen-
ing, speaking, reading, and writing.

9. A warn, friendly climate in the
classroom is essential to effective
language development.

10. Textbooks should be regarded and
used as tools. (This means that cov-
ering a textbook does not in itself
insure learning.)



Planning

Following are suggested activities for de-
veloping skills in the language arts:

A. Listening.
1. To establish awareness

Example:
Sounds that are signals
Sounds that stimulate appreciation

of beauty
Sounds that stimulate emotional

feeling
Words or ideas of emotional impact

2. To explore
Example:
Sounds that have not been heard

before
Sounds of a strange animal
Sounds of a new machine
Sounds of sadness
Sounds of joy

3. To discriminate
Example:
Beginning sounds
Rhyming words
Facts from opinions
Inferences in tone of voice
Main ideas
Relevant from irrelevant ideas

4. To evaluate
Example:
Rejects or accepts
Interprets
Questions
Criticizes (constructively)
Informs or persuades

5. To create
Example:
Listens to develop mental imagery

in music, stories, essays
Reacts in speaking or writing, to

listening experiences
6. To enjoy

Example:
Listens to poems, stories, conversa-

tions, discussions, plays, essays
Listens to music

B. Speaking
Activities that develop

1. Social effectiveness
Examples:
Introductions
Conversations
Informal and formal discussion
Cr...up planning
Interviews
Announcements
Explanations
Telephone conversations

2. Mechanics of language
Examples:
Usage and grammar
Voice tone ar I emphasis
Phrasing
Clarity of thought

Instructional Experiences
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3. Vocabulary development
Examples:
Sensitivity to sensory words and

colorful language
Understanding of idiomatic phrases
Colloquialisms or dialects
Interpretations of metaphors, sim-

iles, personification
"Loaded" terms

4. Creativity
Examples:
Dramatic play, dramatization, and

role-playing
Choral reading and verse choirs
Interpretative oial reading
Oral book reviewing

C. Reading
1. Experiences that provide personal

enjoyment and self - realization
through literature
Examples:
Self-selection, based on interest, hob-

bies, biography
Guided individual reading

2. Activities that permit the sharing
of reading experiences
Examples:
Book reviews
Panel discussions
Seminars
Book chats

3. Activities that permit research ex-
periences
Examples:
Personal research for individual in-

terests
Group activities centering upon

class problems
4. Activities that develop skills in read-

ing competency
Examples
Reaction to main ideas
Identification of implied meanings
Critical reading

5. Activities that permit student to ex-
plore current events and contem
porary social problems
rxamples:
Use of newspapers and current per-

iodicals
Contemporary literature and other

literature related to current prob-
lems. (Comparison of writings of
Emerson, Thoreau to "West Side
Story")

D. Writ ng
1. Experiences in utilitarian writing

Examples:
Reperts
Letters
Documents
Grocers' lists
Journals
News stories
Essays
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2. Experiences in creative writing
Examples:
Stories
Poems
Drama
Commercials
Essays
Antics
Personal letters
Song lyrics

Instruction in Communication

iniegraiion The

ctanguage -Alrfi

Students living in a space age have dif-
ferent attitudes, interests, fears, and aspira-
tions than their counterparts a generation
ago. Thus teachers must be aware of the
constantly changing needs in communication
to meet new demands. They should capital-
ize in every way possible on !earnings from
T.V., movies, tapes, films, and other media.
Every effort should be made to integrate
learning rather than compartmentalize the
school day. Students should be helped to
recognize a purpose for using the skills that
are involved in expressing ideas. In the
broadest sense, whenever students are com-
municating at home, at school, or in social
groups outside these areas, they use the re-
lated aspect of language arts in many com-
binations and in varying degrees. Why
should they not be permitted to follow this
related approach in the classroom?

Language is the common conveyor of
the total school program from the beginning
of school in the morning until it doses in the
afternoon, just as it is the common conveyor
of life outside the classroom. To make for
himself a place in the space age, a student
must be able to listen with critical attention,
to spear adequately, to read critically and
creativel:, volumes of materials, and write
with clarity and honesty. It goes without
saying that attention must be given to each
of these skills separately as well as in a
unified way, according to an individual's
need, ability, and maturity.

Although this guide presentq the four
major facets of language in separate sec-

' James Moffett, A StudentCentered Language
Arts Curriculum, Grades 1C13: A Handbook
for Teachers (Boston: HoughtonMifflin,
1968), page 6,

3. Experiences centering upon me
chanics as revealed through the
student's writing
Examples:
Composition structure
Usage
Punctuation - capitalization
Spelling
Editing

tions, it purports to emphasize through the
suggested activities the importane of in-
tegration. Hopefully, teachers will make in-
tegration a reality as they carry out the
purposes and concepts in actual classroom
experiences.

Reading, writing, speaking, and listen-
ing are not ends in themselves but tools
used by society for thinking and communi-
cating ideas. The program thus outlined sug-
gests integration in the sense that reading,
speech, literature, drama, composition, and
language are learned by means of each other.
These facets of communication supplement
and complement each other. A student gains
reading power by wroing. He improves his
writing by readir learns to talk by
listening. He d, , listening skills by
speaking.

According to Moffett' many educators
advocate a total program in discourse run-
ning laterally across subject field. In truth,
language arts cannot be contained in a sep-
arate learning area. Communication is the
fundamental element in all subjects; and in
turn the skills of communication depend on
the content areas for the raw stuff to com-
municate. Hence, a strong force is being ex-
erted in curriculum planning to "break
down compartmentalization of subjects and
to ascribe to team-teaching a larger meaning
than is generally found in it." For example,
writing assignments for an English teacher
might well be related to a science or social
studies assignment.



Integration

"Language and thought develop to-
gether as an integrated whole," writes
Strickland. "Language is of little value with-
out ideas to express, and ideas are themselves
dependent upon language."'

Art ley' refers to language as a single
pattern of integrated skills which cannot be
learned separately. He states further that
the student's learning of the language arts
is closely related to his individual growth
patterns and to his experiences.

of the Language Arts

The teacher who believes that the na-
tive language can be taught without text-
books and prepackaged curriculum, that the
functional approach to language devPlop-
ment is more effective than drill and exer-
cises, will find this guide an aid to instruc-
tion. On the other hand, it cannot be offered
as a prescription for language development.
Its success lies in the teacher's ability to ad-
just the experiences to meet the needs cf
individual students.

exampti 0/ integrated

experienceJ in easily cre3.10n3

Following the reading of "Coast Guards
to the Rescue" or some other story in a
reade -, students write a newspaper account
of the incident.
After viewing a film such as "Life in the
High Andes", students note information that
was not included in the film, but which
would be beneficial to the learner; they com-
pile questions for research; select incidents
for creative writing.
A film is shown dealing with the culture
of minority groups (Indians, Orientals,
Negroes, Latin Americans) ; the students en-
gage in wide reading to learn more about a
certain group; small groups are formed to
share findings; cooperative reports are pre-
sented to class; vocabulary is extended;
students are introduced to new books such
as:

Lions in the Way (Negroes)
Wolf Brother (Indian)
Willie Wong, American (Oriental)
Blue Willow (Migrant worker)

Student and teacher plan a trip to a pond;
discover characteristics of plants and ani-
mals; categorize and discuss observations;
research and write.

Students and teachers plan to interview
a resource person; select pertinent questions;
take notes for summary report.

Students view a film to sharpen observa-
tion, for example, "The Queen's Castles";
they are asked

' Ruth Strickland, Language Arts in the Elerr.vntery
School. Third Edition (Boston: D.C. Heat1-.
1969), page 43.

7

1. to describe their favorite scene
2. to comment upon the color schemes

used in various rooms
3. to research the arc'dtecture of the

various castles
4. to read the biographies of the de-

signers of the castles
5. to design a formal garden similar to

one in the film
Story problems in math may be drama-

tized in order to develep better understanding
of the problem solving process needed for the
solution. (Use of voice inflection and punctu-
ation may determine extent of communica-
tion).
Role playing after reading about some
issue in the newspaper, (e.g.) the question of
lowering the voting age; some historical
event, (e.g.) "taxation without representa-
tion ;" use of debate, conversation, inter-
views, form letters, essays, posters, radio and
T.V. editorials, and editorial cartoons.

Advertising slogans are placed on the bul-
letin board; students identify products; they
categorize the slogans as to extent of appeal
for women, men, adults, children, teens;
students create their own slogans for objects
(toy, picture, machine, wearing apparel).

Students observe a science experiment,
form generalizations from the discovery, and
write reports of findings; primary children
can dictate a cooperative report.

Sterl Artley, "Research Conee-ning Interrela-
tionship Among the Language Arts," Elemen-
tary English, Vol. XXVII, No. 8, 1955, pp
527-37.
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Americans are not very good listeners.
In spite of the fact that "45% of communica-
tion time is spent in one kind of listening or
another," the skills of listening are often ig-
nored by classroom kachers.'

Listening is the foundation for all of
the language arts skills which an individual
develops. It is not only the forerunner of all
the language arts, but the most used of all.
Listening skills are not acquired incidentally ;
they must be taught. Research indicates that
attention should be given early to listening
abilities in preschool years because of the
importance of listening in the development of
communication abilities.

Television, radio, tape recorder, records,
and films have intensified the importance of
listening in the lives of children and adults.
Contemporary living demands that listening
be given a prominent place in language
development.

Listening should be differentiated from
hearing, because it is an active, receptive
process. Listening is more than hearing, be-
cause, like reading, it involves compre en-
sion, interpretation and reaction to what is
heard. Both are receptive skills and have
many common purposes. Listening for

Ralph G. Nichols, The Supervisor's Notebook, Vol.
22, No. I, Spring, 1960, (Chicago: Scott For .8-
man and Company).

9

meaning is equally as important as reading
for meaning; listening for enjoyment is just
as important as reading for enjoyment.

Listening, as well as other learning
skills, requires a state of readiness. Too often
teachers ask students to listen without pre-
paring them for the listening situation. Be-
fore an activity begins, teachers and students
should set the purposes for listening.

In order to develop good listening habits
in students, it is important for a teacher to
demonstrate good listening habits himself.
The listening role requires empathy, toler-
ance and tact. If the teacher is attentive to
the comments of the children, if lie sincerely
gives consideration to what students are say-
ing, he then may be influential in the de-
velopment of effective listening skills. He
must be cognizant of the fact that teachers
should listen mote and talk less.

The development of a positive attitude
toward listening can be brought about
through many techniques. There is no doubt
that the time given to development in this
area will pay big dividends for both teacher
and student in effective teaching and learn-
ing.
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LISTENING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student follows through interpreting simple instructions
directions Examples:

walk to the door, close it, turn around three times and hop back to
your seat; get the red book from the teacher's desk, take it to your
desk, open it to page 13, change seats with the person behind you

through repeating the directions of an assignment to other members of
the class

through completing legitimate errands following verbal instructions (to
the office, another classroom, lunch room, etc.)

through preparing verbal ideas in pictorial form (illustrations, graphs,
tables, charts, maps, etc.)

--through listening to a series of numbers and writing the third or the
fifth one

--through writing the main points of a set of directions for making or
doing something

Examples:
starting a camp fire
driving a car
making a dress
learning to dance

through obeying specific instructions related to safety and security
Examples:

fire drill directions
tornado warnings
civil defense regulations

through playing gamas
Example:

DESCRIBIT--two players, 26 alphabet cards: first player lifts a card
and calls oui. a letter: second player then announces what is to be
c'escribed (person, place, thing) : class members make the responses;
suppose the first player says "M" and the second player says thing;
certain members of the class would respond with the noun and adjec-
tive beginning with "M" (mighty Mississippi. misty morning, modern
machine are possibilities) ; the first student to give an acceptable
response wins the card; person with most cards wins the game (can
also be played with verbs and adverbs).

through listening to a particular selection for specific items such as
numbers, colors, slanted words, exaggerations.

through interpreting simple instructions
Example:

The children listen to a story on tape; at the end answer questions by
picture drawings (listen with headsets while other children are busy
with different activities).



LISTENING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student collects
and summarizes in-
formation

through listening to group Oiscusiion in order to identify the main issues
of the discourse

through listening to taped stories and lectures
through listening to discussions of open-ended questions

--through listening to conversations

through lio-ening for missing parts in an outline from a recorded speech
or report (studem; is given partially prepared outline before listening
session begins)

through liste,.iig for the main idea of an assembly speaker; the sounds
heard on the vay to school; t conversation heard in the cafeteria
through rr: oiling a personal experience with a point a speaker has made

through t yit g to repeat what has been heard on T.V., radio, or tape
listening in order to report to others

Examples:
a I .1(Nision performance
a live lecture
an account of an accident
a story
a joke
a news report
a conversation
a court trial

(arrange for two or more students to report on the same episode in order
to note variability in listening skills)

through writing simple summaries based on one specific question about
an article read aloud

through writing a reaction to a character in a story after hearing the
story read aloud

Example:
Would you like to go on a trip with so and so, why or why not?

through listening to solve riddles
through listening for specific details

Examples:
number of people involved
kinds of trees in the forest
different moods portrayed
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LISTENING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student inter-
prets poetry, stories,
music, drama, and
other expressions

through pantomiming how music makes him feel
through listening to a poem to identify the mood or theme

through listing words that describe feelings
through establishing awareness of sounds that are signa;s; sounds that

stimulate appreciation of beauty ; sounds that stimulate emotional feel-
ing, words, or ideas of emotional impact; sounds that create vivid
pictures in one's mind

through sharing mental imagery
Example:

Students draw what a poem suggests to them.

through listening to the teacher's oral reading
through listening to taped classics
through describing his emotions and feelings after a poem is read

Examples:
Dorothy Baruch's "Merry-Go-Round"
Rhoda Bacmeister's "Galoshes"
Alfred Noyes' "The Highwayman"
much of Poe's poetry

through hearing poetry that emphasizes sound (thump, roar, clatter,
clang)
Examples:

Rose Fyleman's ''The Goblin"
John Masefield's "Sea Fever"
Edgar Allen Poe's "The Bells"

through listening to supply the rhyming words
Example:

(may use puppets)
Teacher: You have shaggy hair.
Child: I must be a bear.
Teacher: Your ears are funny.
Child : I must be a bunny.

--through listening to powerful words in classical literature
Examples:

choral readings
solo readersCharlton Heston type

through hearing poetry that rhymes
Examples:

Walter de la Mare's "Silver"
Joyce Kilmer's "Trees"

through dramatizing
the action of paragraph read aloud
the action suggested by a poem
definitions of new or unusual words

through listening to supply the rhyming words
Example:

Mrs. Smutter likes bread and (butter).
Mrs. Sam likes bread and ______ (jam).
Mrs. Savey likes bread and (gravy).

12



LISTENING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

through listening to music as he reads, paints, or creates in any media;
reading aloud a poem or story with background music

The student creates
his own poetry, mu-
sic, literature

The student distin-
guishes between
relevant and irrele-
vant ideas

The student reacts
to idea: and situa-
tions

Examples:
"The Nutcracker Suite"
Rachmainoff's "Romeo and Juliet"
"William Tell Overture'
"1812 Overture"

through listening to other people's plans, programs, ideas, designs
through listening to writings and taped recordings of other people

through questioning expressed opinions of speakers and writers
through applying criteria to distinguish between fact and opinion, be-

tween praise and flattery ; through detecting biases, wishful thiiking,
and implied meanings

Example:
Use of the game "Propaganda" by Wif and Proof

through evaluating all oral reports for relevant ideas
--through listening for dialogue which might be controversial
through evaluating news on TV

through listening for answers to questions that have been posed prior
to the oral reading of a selection

through discussing current issues
through selecting pertinent ideas from a taped selection, an oral report,

a conversation, an interview, a lecture
through questioning words used for argumentative persuasion and/or

sarcasm

13
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LISTENING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student ob-
serves shades of
meaning LI words

Examples:
Antony's funeral oration
editorials in newspapers

through analyzing spoken words which are emotionally packed to per-
suade or dissuade

Example:
viewing television commercials; encourage students to analyze each
approach

--through listening for the main idea in a speech; ways the main idea is
explained

through anticipating a speaker's next statement or idea
through listening to dramatizations to decide whether each actor does

all he can to portray the part
through listening to a selection read orally and answering questions

as a comprehension check
Examples:

What was the title?
Give the phrase or sentence the author used as his central theme.
What proof did the author give for his point of view or information?

through notetaking
Example:

A lecture is presented by means of a tape recorder; students record
important details or teacher demonstrates notetaking on the chalk-
board

through writing summaries of taped narrations or discourses, speeches,
oral reading selections

through ordering
Example:

First a smile and then a . (friend).
First the egg and then the (chick).
"First Things First" by Leland Jacobs

"Puppy first and then the dog,
Tadpole first and then the frog,
First things first."

through analyzing
a speaker's philosophy
a speaker's voice to determine what kind of person he is
the basis for his like or dislike of the speaker
ideas and information for propaganda
taped discussions to determine what WAS said
dramatizations of playground situations, classroom episodes, I olitical

scenes

14
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LISTENING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences
through listening for cues

unconscious inflections in speech
tones that depict anger, frustration, exhilaration

The student demon-
strates the import-
ance of appropriate
usage of words

The student detects
different levels of
language

through extending usage of common verbs
Example:

He went to town. How did he go? Perhaps he walked, hopped, skipped,
inched, ambled along, lumbered along.

through noting how changes in language come about
Examples:

foreign words, manufactured words, regional words, slang words,
scientific words, newly coined words (scuba, astronaut, cookout, hang-
up)

through detecting the meaning of words through context
Example:

the student writes the meaning of specific words The recent success
of Russia in scientific discoveries stimulated American scientists
toward greater efforts in this field. What does the word stimulate
mean?

-through listening to and viewing "Alphabet Conspiracy," Bell Tele-
phone Company-

-through listening specifically to a discourse in order to distinguish be-
tween formal and informal levels of language

through listening to the teacher read stories in which oia:ect is used
Example:

Will James stories
Mark Twain stories
Sherwood Anderson

through examining regional dialects in radio, TV, characters of plays
and novels

Example:
"My Fair Lady"

15
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LISTENING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student ex-
presses awareness
of sounds

The student dem-
onstrates an aware-
ness of the differ-
ent types of listen-
ing

Attentive listening

through exploring his immediate environment
Example:

on an excursion the student makes a list of sounds he expects to
hear, then crosses off each item as he hears the sound ; new sounds
may be added as encountered

through voicing imitation of familiar sounds
Examples :

bacon frying, baby crying, jet planes zooming

through listening in order to identify specifi,; sounds
Example:

with eyes closed or back turned, the student tries to identify the
sounds of crumpling paper, striking cymbals, dropping coins, pouring
water

through identifying sounds normally taken for granted
through listening to records of sounds

Exampies:
"Sounds and Images" and "Put-ons and Take-offs"

through playing a matching sound game
Example:

Pairs of boxes are filled with small objects same in size and number ;
boxes are sealed snd placed among other pairs in disarrayed positions;
students match sounds by shaking boxes: Suggestions grains of
rice, chalk, pencils, rocks, tacks, ping pong balls, paper clips.

through giving attention to fire drills, attendance roll
through hearing announcements and reports

through attending lectures or presentations by speaker
through following directions for assignments

through taking notes
through hearing stories that are especially designed for listening

Example:
"The Changeable Clock" (The Listening Book by Dan Safier)

16



LISTENING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

Appreciative listen-
ing

Analytical listening

Marginal listening

The student makes
association for re-
calling :,formation

through hearing musical recording
through participating in choral speaking
through listening to enjoy sounds: song of a bird, babble of a brook,

trumpet of elephants

through listening in order to interpret simple rhythmic movements

through listening to solve problems
Example:

Classifying Objects:
shoe closet
ship ocean
sun
seed
snail
sailor

through discussing social problems, (i.e.) solving playground fights
through analyzing a selection of poetry
through discussing possible decisions, such as, "What are the alterna-

tives to this problem ?"

through listening to background music
through running a film strip without the sound (Art Films, Dunham and

Mills, University 01 Oklahoma, College of Education)

through listening to records which can be dramatized or interpreted

through listening for main ideas
--through listening for sequential development
through listening for specific details
through listening for implied meaning
through listening to reproduce, to create and/or to extend

17



Oral cran9ttage

An individual grows personally, socially,
and intellectually as he develops language
power. Personality can unfold and develop
with successful experiences in oral expres-
sion, or it can be thwarted by failure to ac-
quire competency and skill in oral communi-
cation.

Speech i.s a mirror of personality; one's
manner of speaking is a symbol of his cul-
tural growth. It can be the means of total ac-
ceptance and involvement in soda/ events,
or it can be the means of complete expulsion
from social groups.

Students who use non-standard English
must be treated with respect and dealt with
courteously and constructively so that they
will be motivated to improve their use of
English. To destroy creativity, spontaneity,
and fluency in an individual's speech while
trying to improve his language usage will
surely impair his personal growth. Students
should be taught through teacher's example
to make positive appraiszds of class contri-
butions what they liked about the presen-
tation rather than the m;stake.s made by the
speaker. Ideas should take priocity over crit-
icism of speech patterns.

Numerous opportunities for speaking in
the classroom plus continuous praise and en-
couragement for appropriate use of words,
use of figurative language, effective presen-
tation of ideas, and other significant contri-

19

butions should help a student develop poise
and confidence in the use of language and at
the same time develop his self-imago, which
is instrumental in his social progress.

Thinking and speaking are two aspects
of the same ability to communicate effec-
tively. They are interrelated to the extent
that language helps an individual to think
and react emotionally to words. Words are
the vehicles of thought. The ability to choose
appropriate words with respect to meaning
and usage demonstrates one's power of
language.

Speaking and listening are parallel skills
that should be developed simultaneously; alt
speaking should be accompanied by respon-
sive listening. Listening and speaking abil-
ities form the background for reading and
writing.

The teacher plays an important role in
helping students develop the power to speak
with ease, fluency, and imagination. By ex-
ample he demonstrates the power of correct
pronunciation. clear articulation, polite man-
ners, and pleasant voice. He provides time in
the school day for students to converse in a
face-to-face manner and to speak in small
groups or to the class. He provides a whole-
some climate for evaluation wherein no
student is huiril'ated or embarrassed about
his speech.
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ORAL LANGUAGE

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student verbal-
izes information and
feelings spontan-
eously

The student partici-
paws with peers

through role playing
Examples:

storekeeper, principal, king, soldier, villain, liierary characters

through puppets
Examples:

stories, poems, songs, pictures, current events, historical events

through riddles
through picture reading
through dramatic play in centers such as playhouse, science corner,

block corner
through dramatic play using unfinished stories
through storytelling
through conversation
through discussion using inner and outer circles (inner circle, discus-

sant; outer circle, evaluators as in Great Books Program)
Examples of topics:

Rules We Think Are Necessary
Power Structure
What Parents Don't Understand About Me
Immortality and Imagirn.tion
Love and Hate
Man and Nature
Establishments
Identity of Races and Cultures

through graphic material, such as pictures, maps, charts
through emotional words such as love, hate, jealousy, fear, joy, stubborn-

ness, anger
through the teacher's reading emotional poems and student's improvis-

ing titles
--through the reading of his paper and defending his point of view
through his questioning of motives, values, issues

through choral reading, nursery rhymes, accumulative stories, cooper-
ative stories
Examples:

Hailstones and Halibut Bones, O'Neill
The House of the Mouse, Mitchell
"Stopping by Woods," Fr ost

through choosing sound words city sounds, farm sounds, war sounds,
industrial sounds, transportation sounds, quiet sounds, sad sounds, happy
sounds

through retorting of research findings
through parliamentary procedure
through group pantomime
through group planning
through dramatizatbns
through discussions, panels, interviews, symposiums, committees
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ORAL LANGUAGE

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student builds
his lar,guage by read-

his environment

The student identi-
fies with his world

The student demon-
strates ability to or-
ganize

The student demon-
strates responsibility
in the classroom

The student partici-
pates in group eval-
uation of a perform-
ance

through filmstrips and films
--through nature walks
--through observation and de:xription of surroundings
through field trips

through expressing awareness of attitudes and opinions of others
through exchange visits with classes in own school or from other schools

--through books, magazines, newspapers
through dialogue with people of different cultures and other generations
through personal and vicarious experiences related to other cultures

through characterizations.
through charades

through original drama
through portraying situations

through oral reading of poems, conversations, parts in plays
through sensitivity to sensory language

through visits of local resource people
through classifying words, objects, ideas
through planning story sequences for dramatizations
through planning his own learning experiences

through preparing class meetings
through planning and presenting radio and television programs
through planning interviews

through progressive development of language usage
through his fort toward clear enunciation

through his : ffort toward correct pronunciation
through his effort to communicate his ideas concisely

through supporting an issue
--through clarifying his concepts
through expressing personal values
through revising opinion and modifying behavior when new evidence is

presented
through the use of precise vocabulary for effective communication
--through social amenities
through making introductions

through reporting class meetings, student council meetings
through accepting his role in classroom planning and management
through interviewing resource people who visit the olassroom

through team conferences identifyii.g the strengths of a particular
contribution

through positive appraisals of individual contributions
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r
<eading JAS anting

The manner in which teachers view
reading is of utmost impoatance. According
to Stauffer,' Reading, like thinking has three
dimensions, (1) realistic thinking, (2) imag-
inative thinking, and (3) personalized think-
ing. We are quite aware of the aspects of
problem solving, being confronted with a
problem, finding the solution or the failure
to find it, but, do we associate these same
aspects with reading?

Consider for a moment the meaning of
reading. The consenaals is that reading is a
process; it is the ability to get meaning from
the printed page; it is interpreting symbols
by assigning meaning to them; it is rtaaav-
ing idtas from an author. Yes, but reading
is much more. In order to develop a reading
program that adequately meets the needs of
the pupils in today's classrooms, a clear un-
derstanding of reading and the processes in-
volved are imperative.

The concepts that the reader brings to
his reading are the concepts that he associ-
ates, combines and reassociates as he is chal-
lenged by the author. Reading is a mental
process requiring word recognition, word
meaning, and the skill to associate meanings
until the concepts that have been presented
a '-e understood, evaluated, accepted and ap-
plied, or rejected. The knowledge gained
through reading can increase understanding,
and can be used as a tool to effect social and
personal adjustment,, enrich expo: :ences, id
stimulate thinking.

Thinking is behavior that occurs in re-
sponse to stimuli. The stimuli determine the
kind of mental activity, whether imaginative,
or a type that calls for more reasoning than
imagination. What then does it mean for a
teacher to consciously direct thinking? What
are the steps involved in the reading-thinking
process? (1) Reading for a purpose is the
first requisite, whether it be to resolve a
question, to satisfy curiosity, or for pure
enjoyment. (2) Reasoning while reading is
the process of toying with the ideas to dis-
cover logical relations or rearranging the
ideas in such a way that a conclusion can be
reached. Thus the small child who challenged
the statement about a long parade of ducks,
by pointing out that three ducks in a line
did not make a long parade, was making a
valid judgment. He was comparing the facts
at hand against a definition, of "long" which
he had obtained from his own experience.
Reasoning is productive thinking. (3) Judge-
ment is an evaluative process by which the
reader forms his conclusions. The judge-
nicrts formed must be relevant to the pur-
poses declared. The reader selects and weighs
the facts and makes decisions that are ap-
propriate and discriminate. If we agree that
to read critically and reflectively is helpful
in achieving even the most practical every-
day neeala then we agree that reading
should be taught as a thinking process.

BIBLIOTHERAPY:
PERSON INTERACTION

"Biblio'herapy" has been defined as a
process of dynamic interaction between the
personality of the reader and the literature
interaction which may be utilized for person-
ality assessment, adjustment, and growth.

Reading stories and literature provides
child:en with vicarious experiences and a
means of finding similarities to their own
problems and needs even before they are
able to read independently. As they grow
older and acquire the skills to deal with con-
cepts, the possibility of using bibliothe:apy
increaa ca.

11'e know a great deal about books and
also a great deal about children. If we can

' Russell G. Stauffer, Directing Reading Maturity
as a Cognitive Process (N.Y.: Harper and
Row, 1.069), pp. 315.

but bring the two together we will have a
tool with which we can help children help
themselves as they deal with fears and mis-
undtrstandings, weaknesses and failures.
physical defects, intellectual and moral
achievement, and many other personal
problems.

fine of the virtues of using reading as a
form of therapy is that the reader remains
in control of the degree to which he becomea
involved in identification. His discoveries of
self will usually not he traumatic. Ile can
gain insight into his own problems at a pace
which he can tolerate.
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STUDENTS' RIGHT TO
ENJOY LITERATURE

Many times when students finish the
study of a particular genre, they make the
statement that they will never again read
further in that field. This result is unfor-
tunate because the study of lierature should
Ilroduce a desire to read further. Perhaps
these several approaches to the study of
literature can help remedy undersirable re-
sults:

(1) Knowing the technique of the type
of literature is helpful. Then the student
knows what to expect from a piece of liter-
ature and is not disappointed from a techni-
cal point of view.

a. Students should realize that a narra-
tive theme runs through short stories
and novels. Events are .retailed about
characters and plPces.

b. The essay does not tell a story. It is
the personal reaction of an author to
a subject of his choosing. The author
does not discuss the subject exhaust-
ively. Often after reading an essay,
students feel that the writing is in-
complete that the author should
have said more.

READING

c. The text of a play leaves the reader
more on his own than most nar-
ratives. A script requires many in-
ferences. On the page the young
reader doesn't "see" where the
character is standing whtn he is giv-
ing a line, or what actions are taking
place concurrently. Nor does he
"hear" the significant inflections or
tones of voice. Students can be pre-
pared for these script characteristics
and can be helped to bring the script
alive in their imaginations.

d. Enough poetry technique can be pre-
sented to enable the students to know
how poetry is put together. Allow a
student to make his own evaluation of
a poem -- whether he likes or dis-
likes it.

(2) The time spent on certain genre is
important.
a. When the class show: evidence

of tiring of a type. switch to an-
other type.

b. Try the theme approach to liter-
ature. In that way variety can be
provided.

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student clarifies
concepts

through reading, or listening as his teacher reads, such books as:
Over and Over (concept - year) by Zolotow K-3
The Sky Was Blue (concept - generation) by Zolotow K.3
Where Does a Butterfly Go When It Rains? (concept - before and
after) by May Gerelick K-3
A Map is a Picture (concept - map) by Rinkoff 4-6
April Morning (concept - fear) by Howard Fast 7-9
All Quiet on the 'Western Front (concept - war) by Enricoe Remarque
10-13

through hearing and illustrating ideas and concepts
Example:

Students clarify ideas that answer How? Why? Where?
with such phrases as --

last night
in my room
at the pool
at the movie
like magic
now
slow as a snail
tomorrow

through hearing tspe recording of poetry (Example: Robert Frost
records)

through hearing records
through viewing television and drama (Resource: Heading Ladders for

Human Relations, Crosby)
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READING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student demon-
strates insights into
human behavior

The student identi-
fies and examines
stereotypes

The student identi-
fies with characters

through role playing book characters
through role playing problem stories
through role playing historical characters
through creative drama and pantomime
through writing poetry (as a follow-up activity)

through writing story endings
through producing cartoons or comic strips

through writing captions
through writing headlines

through writing summaries of paragraphs, stories, books, poems, plays,
etc.

through his own behavior toward people, cultures, creeds, beliefs
through discussions and seminars on book themes and concepts
through relating experiences of characters in book to own problems

through extending literary experiences (Reading Ladders, see Refer-
ences;

through analyzing characters from authors such as Dickens, Thackeray,
Wilder

through analyzing characters from plays
through analyzing characters from readers
through analyzing characters from films
through analyzing characters from television
through analyzing pictures

through analyzing proverbs, nursery rhymes, fairy tales, myths, legends
--through discussing mental and physical characteristics

Examples:
lazy, fat, stingy, alert, agile

through exploring living by ''trying on" various roles
through reading animal stories
through reading about the handicapped
through reading about the mobile child
through reading about poverty, social mobility, and dislocation

through reading biographies
Examples:

Clara Barton Mildred Pace
Grover Cleveland Edgar Wyatt
Dwight D. Eisenhower Malcolm Moos
Yes I Can Sammy Davis Jr.

25
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READING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student ex-
aniines relationship
of individuals to
groups

The student identi-
fies social problems

- -through reading historical fiction
Examples:

The Robe Lloyd C. Douglas
Duel of Wits Peter Churchill
The First Year Enid L. Meadowcroft
The Texas Rangers Will Henry

--through reading pictures
through reading essays

-through reading science fiction

Examples
Miss Pickerel] Ellen MacGregor
Wonderful Flight to the Mushroom Planet Eleanor Cameron
Forgotten Door Alexander Key
Down to Earth Patricia Wrightson

----through comic strips and cartoons (Example: Peanuts)
-through matching conversation with pictures

- -through writing personal impressions of selections

--through reading biographies of statesmen
Example:

Herbert Hoover Alfred Steinberg
Benjamin Franklin Clara Judson
Caesar Irwin Isenberg
Mr. Justice Holmes Clara Judson

through reading about services of a community
through participating in classroom activities (experience stories, charts)

through reading selections showing "stands" as M Profiles in Courage
through picture reading of various groups (Church, scouts, clubs)
through reading from modern literature as well as from classics

through study of group organizations
-through reading fiction dealing with group acceptance or rejection

Examples:
Richard Wright's Native Son and Black Boy
Marguerite Henry's Bright April
Lois Lenski's Strawberry Girl and Boomtown Boy
Eleanor Estes' The Hundred Dresses

through the reading of newspapers, current periodicals
--through reading contemporary literature and other literature related

to current problems
--through reading fiction dealing with prejudice
through interaction dealing with class problems
through participating in field trips (followed by experience charts)
through reading myths, legends, folklore
through small group discussions of books dealing with similar themes



REAllING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student demon-
strates knowledge of
effectiveness of
words

through exploring modern day expressions in literature
through the use of Figurative language
through creative writing

t lough oral reading of poetry
through the preparation of flow charts or word association

through songs
through interviews and ronstructive discussions
through completing crossword puzzles
through studying changes in word meanings and how these changes

come about
(Example: Effect of slang on language)

through studying roots and derivatives
through reading attiertisements

The student listens through the use of
to or reads literature proverbs for terse expression and vivid metaphor
for aesthetic satis- poetry for beauty of intonation, appreciation of mood, picture, rhythm,
faction and mental feeling sensory imagery
stimulation folklore for understf.nding of people in all walks of life

fables for economy and smooth flow of language
Mother Goose for repetition of letter sounds and humor
myths for pe.sonif::e ation of forces of nature
prose to develop appreciation of common needs, sensitivity to differences

and similarities; to hear good sentence structure, variety of word
patterns, phrasing, sensory images

The student ex-
presses meaning that
a book has for him

The student locates
pertinent informa-
tion

through interpretive dancing
through exhibits depicting life
through murals

through illustrations
through composition of letters
through imaginative writing

through continued reading of books dealing with this theme
through role playing

through improvisat ons

through the use of index, talne of contents, ca,-d catalogues
, }rough the use of Readers' Guide for areas of interest

through the use of reference materials
through the use of trade books dealing with he bbies
through the use of resource personnel
through the use of audio-visual materials
through the use of direct observation

through the use of newscasts and newspapers
through the use of his own categorized and classified information
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"Learning to express oneself in writing
is a long process, probably the most dir
cult area of language growth", writes Lou
Labrant.' Writing requires the combined
ability to talk, to spell, to form letters, and
to punctuate. It is not strange then that
students find writing difficult, and that
many complaints are heard about the quality
of writing done by elementary, secondary and
even college students.

Too often students are required to write
before they have the ability to express them-
selves orally. Students cannot write what
they cannot tell orally. For this reason, skills
in oral composition (stories, experiences, re-
ports) are emphasizeJ before students are
expected to do much writing. Whether it b a
primary student or an adult, learning to ex-
press himself through oral composition pre-
cedes his ability to write effectively.

Equally important to language develop-
ment is the student's ability to think. He
cannol; talk until he has had the opportunity
to think about what he is going to say. Like-
wise, he cannot write effectively unless he is
allowed a reasonable time to garner ideas and
think about what he is going to write. In es-
sence, thinking is essential to good writing.

Putting down ideas in a rough draft fol-
lows the initial step of thinking. Once the
ideas are recorded on paper, the writer can
edit and rework his composition until it fits
his expectations.

It is highly important to place the re-
sponsibility of proofreading and editing with
the student. When the teacher marks the
errors on a student's paper and hands it back
for his perusal and rewriting, little, if any,
;earning takes place, Furthermore, the in-
centive to improve the thought and organi-
zation of his composition is stifled when the
teacher twists the student's words in order
to say what he (the teacher) thinks the
student wanted to say.

Lou Labrant, "Composing in Engli.h," Readings on
Contemporary Eng Vali in the Elementary
School. Edited by Tiedt. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice -Hall, 1967, p. 138.
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In consequence, the best approach to ed-
iting is the teacher-student conference, cur-
rently referred to as teacher-student dia-
logue, which allows for an interchange of
ideas related to style, content. mechanics.
and purpose. Ideas can be clarified without
changing meaning, and a student can Centro]
his intent in writing when he is present to
defend his point of view. He also develops
further skill in the proper use of mechanics
as he makes changes in punctuation in order
to safeguard meaning. This process of edit-
ing is applicable to writers at all levels of
language proficiency. The elementary child,
the freshman in college and the graduate stu-
dent profit most from their writing when
they can have the personal reaction of anoth-
er person, be it a teacher, a classmate, or a
member of their family. Less red ink on the
student's paper is the admonition of today's
modern English teacher. It is generally
agreed among language specialists that pri-
mary children's writings should be accepted
with praise and enthusiasm and should not be
criticized or edited unless the writer asks for
it. There is time enough for refinement after
the student has developed the ability to ex-
press himself verbally. However, primary
teachers often help students edit their writ-
ings when they are to be shared with the
public (bulletin board, displays, notes to par-
ents, etc.). In the, initial stages of composing.
the teacher writes while the students dictate
their thoughts and ideas. Students are re-
lieved of the burden of spelling and hand-
writing until they have gained some mastery
of these skills. Thus they are free to create,
to imagine, or to share an experience using
language they are unable to write.

Some teachers distinguish practical
writing from creative writing in their treat-
ment of composition. Reports, letters, no-
tices, club notes, announcements and applica-
tion forms, are included in practical wri ing.
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Creative writing includes imagined experi-
ences, stories, poems, and plays. However,
there is much overlapping in the two types
of situations; certainly there is no dichot-
omy, no Ene line of demarcation existing be-
tween practical or functional writing and cre-
ative or imaginative writing. When a writer
treats a composition in his own original way,
who is to say it is not creative?

More important than the distinction be-
tween utilitarian and personal writing is the
teacher's attitude toward research findings
in this area of writing. "There was a time in
American education", writes Labrant, when
teachers believed that students could be
taught to write by learning to identify parts
of speech and by punctuating senter.2.es in ex-
ercise books. That time, fortunately, seems
to have gone, and we can hope that there will
be no recurrence of that erroneous thinking.
Today most teachers understand that one
learns to write prose by writing prose, and
that the only sound measure of writing abil-
ity is the actual putting down of experiences
and ideas on paper. For this reason, written
composition is taking a larger and larger
place in American classrooms".

The reason for writing is to make some-
one understand. Therefore, the writer should
determine who his audience is and what he is
to say to that audience. It is important that
the written message reach the intended audi-
ence so that the purpose for the writing is ful
filled. When a student writes for the teacher,

' ibid. p. 137.

which is often the case, the teacher should
make some positive comment on the story or
idea; if he writes for his class, then they
should listen to his message and react to the
ideas he intended for them.

The emphasis in composition should be
on the writing process (the learning that
takes place) rather than the end product.
How does one write? Where does on,, get
ideas for writing? How are clarity, vividness,
and precision achieved? These are the ques-
tions that lead to analysis of writing tech-
niques. Thus for practical purposes class-
rooms should become waiting laboratories
where discussion is considered a prerequisite
to writing, and where a teacher moves about
the room encouraging a reluctant writer,
helping someone find the right word, and ex-
pressing enthusiasm and feeling for some-
one's unusual expression. Students are apt to
catch the cooperative spirit and support each
other in the writing effort. As Kathrine
Andrews' observed, an abundance of writing
may not result, but the student learns more
about himself and his needs as a writer.

Samuel Roddan,' a successful short story
writer, and presently head of the English de-
partment in a secondary school in British Co-
lumbia, says that one cannot learn to write
from a textbook any more than he can learn
to ski from looking at a travel poster from
the Alps. The best preparation for writing,
he says, is to read, to listen, to take part in
life, and to b' curious about oneself and his
fel'owman.

Kathrine Andrew. New Concepts in Composi-
tion," English Journal, January, 1969.

' The English Quarterly, Canadian Council, Summer,
1968,



WRITING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student gathers,
organizes, and classi-
fies data

--through dictating to the teacher:
Examples: things I hear (loud, soft, high, low, musical)

things I smell (spicy, sweet, dusty, sour)
things I see (big, small, jagged, tall, active)
things I taste (sour, sweet, salty, bitter, bland)
things I touch (hard, soft, cold, warm, smooth, rough)
how I feel (gay, happy, sad, like a tiger, like a mouse, like a

jumping bean)
how I look (thin, foolish, hungry)

--through comparison of two things
Examples: The cloud looked like an ice cream cone.

The moon is a golden curve.

through sorting pictures into appropriate categories
Examples: flowers, meats, animals, clothing,

through classifying opposites
hrough naming groups of things

Examples: flock of sheep, tribe of Indians, bunch of flowers

through putting words in order of correct size
Example: match, mouse, moccasin, mule
through arranging or drawing pictures in sequence

through deciding what comes first

Examples: puppy-dov, tadpole-frog, seed-tree
through writing original ''first things first"
Examples: smile-friend, hammer-ouch, green apple-tummy ache

through contrasting
Examples: successes-failures

flattery-detraction
--through arranging ideas and events in sequential order

Examples: Revolutionary War, War of 1812, Declaration of Independ-
ence, Constitution

through matching:
Examples: headlines and news articles

policeman with appropriate hat
graduate with mortar board
ballooned conversations with comic characters
captions with pictures
titles with stories
synonyms, homonyms, antonyms, heteronyms
parent with offspring
e.g.

cow-calf
wolf-whelps
sheep-lamb
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WRITING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student ex-
presses his ideas and
feelings spontan-
eously

through creating titles after listening to music
through telling experiences that call for ordering of events into logical

sequence

Examples :
sequence of steps in getting ready for school
sequence of steps in driving a car

through retelling stories
Examples:

dramatization
puppets
tapes

through creative stories in which happenings are appropriately sequenced
through analyzing words

Examples:
connotative (loaded, slanted)
denotative (meaning derived from root)
origin

tele - graph (far off writinr)
auto - mobile (self moving)
variety (said, shouted, replied, screamed)

through writing and categorizing advertisements
--through word play

Examples:
riddles
puns
Tom Swifties: "I am freezing," she said coldly.

"I am dying," she said gravely.
The lemon is sour," she said bitterly.

through labeling objects, ideas, people, places

through art activities
Examples:

Illustrations for writing (using chalk, textured paper, paint, yarn,
cloth, clay)

--through verbal response to pictures, objects, books, records, questions
Examples:

Why are frogs waiting for spring?
Why are you waiting for spring?
Play a musical selection such as "Grand Canyon Suite"; students write
a descriptive paragraph rather than verbally responding

through story telling



WRITING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

Examples:
accumulative stories
tall tales
character interpretations
flannel boards
planning stories as one, two, or three-rct plays
dramatizations
illustrations
hand puppets
character realia
sequels
rebuses

through word imagery
Examples:

wise as an owl
red as a beet
high as the sky
light as a feather

through focusing through a peep-hole (sheet of paper with "eye" size
hole; observer peeps through then describes the scene)

througn completing phrases
Examples:

"I wish I were _ _," "I wonder how " "Beyond the
cliff's edge _ "In the old house " "The boisterous
crowd I/

through dialogue
Examples:

Pretending to be a car, an elephant, a cowboy, a cook on a cattle drive,
the mouse from BEN AND ME, Paul Revere's horse, the spider from
CHARLOTTE'S WEB, the fisherman in THE OLD MAN AND THE
SEA

through participation in the Great Books Program (written response-,
following discussions)

through verbal reaction to abstract words such as hate, love, joy, war
Examples:

What is it not like?
What is it like?
What is it not?
What is it?
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WRITING

Language Behavior Learning lExperiences

The student distin-
guishes between rele-
vant and irrelevant
ideas

The student makes
generalizations

--through selection of material
through appraisal of group talk
through analyzing and writing newspaper advertisements
through comparing news articles, television newscasts, straight news and

editorials
through discussing significant quotations taken from context
through discussing authenticity of authors
through using proper source references (card catalogue, encyclopedia)
through analyzing oral and written conversation

Are the words appropriate to the occasion ?
Are the words specific?
Are the words general ?
Are the words real?

through analyzing sweeping generalizations
Examples:

Everybody is doing it.
Boys are noisy.
Communists cannot be trusted.

through studying of prefixes and suffixes
through studying the history of a linguistic form

Examples:
root words such as port: (import, export, report, transport)

through writing summaries
Examples:

descriptive
relational cause and effect
evaluative examining and judging a proposition

through comparing two dictionaries in their treatment of spelling (com-
pounds: drug store, air line, business man, school bus)

through listing colloquialisms
Examples:

put up preserve
put up tolerate

through classifying words with several meanings such as fall, field, find,
file under the following heading concrete, abstract, fictional, figurative

through writing definitions, suitable for dictionary use, of slang words in
current use

through analyzing a series of words such as child, your,gster, teenager,
kid, ju'. enile: or ripe, mature, grown up, old, full fledged to see if they
can be used as synonyms



WRITING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student gathers
and reports informa-
tion

through the use of pictures, cartoons
Examples:

cut comic strips apart; mark out dialogue; shuffle the pictures;
students draw 5 or 6; arranges in an appropriate sequence; write
dialogue for characters reiresenting several series

through the use of bulletin boards
Examples:

graphs
pictographs
time !Ines

through categorising
Example:

essential, less-essential, non-essential items

through the use of rebuses
through the use of murals
through the use of mobiles
--through the use of dioramas
through the use of charts, maps, slides, flannel boards, diaries, travel-

ogues

through the use of newspapers
Examples:

advertisements pertaining to particular countries
news items relevant to situations studied
editorials supporting positions
special sections such as columns
book reviews
classified advertisements
editorial cartoons
sports
weather
human interest

through sharing books (not book reports)
Examples:

television shows
dramt.tizations
dioramas
thumb nail sketches
character conversations
discussions of figurative language
book- jackets
substitution of a different ending
"blurb" to sell book
interviews with characters
research locale of story

through making announcements
--through preparation of transparencies
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WRITING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student uses ap-
propriate form to ex-
press his ideas

(Note: Content
should be considered
before form)

The student uses ap-
propriate mechanics

--through building sentences for prose, poetry, paragraph3 for novels,
essays, editorials

through building conversation for characters in novels and plays
through using coordination (compound sentences and compound
tiements)
through using modification
through giving consideration to style during the revision stages of
writing
What form is best for the content?
What diction (choice of words) is most appropriate ?
Is there consistency of structure, word choice and general style?
Is the tone clearly identified ?

--through oral reading (calling attention to pauses, phrases, exclamations,
questions)

through listening to his taped talk and reproducing it in written form
noting the relationships of punctuation to pitch, stress, juncture

thi ou:;11 dictation which demonstrates punctuation
Example:

students dictate summary of story ; teacher then dictates summary
back to students to reinforce use of mechanics

--through playing games to develop concepts of "under," "over," "around,"
"above,"

Examples:
Put the pencil
"over the shelf"
"under the table"

--through developing sentence patterns
Examples:

What travels in the air? answer airplane
What does an airplane do? answer flies, zooms, glides, lands, streaks
Add the following questions when, where, how
Variations:

The airplane flies swiftly at night over the city.
Swiftly the airplane flies at night over the city.
At night the airplane flies swiftly over the city.

the cugh using pitch .

Example: to.0.93°;.

It i3 still snowing.
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Language Behavior Learning Experiences

through using 'tress

Example:
Jim is corning home.
Jim is coming home.
Jim is coming home.

The student demon-
strates ability to use
supportive state-
ments in critical
thinking

through writing his own dictionary, his word bank, his personal spelling
list

through reading
labels
glossaries
picture dictionaries
contextual clues

His feet are bare; I saw a bear.
There he goes. Their house is large. They're going home.

through proofreading
through basic word lists

through critical analysis of formal essays
Examples:

student analyzes author's thesis, supporting evidence, relevance of his
conclusion:

"'Ale Growing Power- of Admen," Vance Packard
"The Present Human Condition," Eric Fromm

*"Civil Disobedience," Henry David Thoreau
*"Crito," Plato
*"Love as Panacea," Morton Hunt (possible contrast of last two)

Read, outline three basic goals; bring outline to class; small group dis-
cusses its analyses and judgments; listeners evaluate speaker's logic,
evidence, and judgments.

through analysis of fiction
Example:

student analyzes story's theme, author's technique in supporting
theme:

"I'm a Fool," Sherwood Anderson
"Flight," John Steinbeck
"The Killers," Ernest Hemingway
"Eveline," James Joyce

*"The Conversion of the Jew," Philip Roth
In-class writing on limited topic ; present in organized, supportive
writing; discuss technique; read and revise after reaction of class
or teacher
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WRITING

Language Behavior Learning Experiences

through analysis of characters in literature to find and support a stand
Example:

analyzes facts; takes a stand; gathers evidence (facts, examples,
witnesses, details) ; draws deductions based on evidence and
human values; presents stand, reasoning from evidence and
human values

through analyzing the action of main characters
Examples:

Were the actions of the main character (or characters) justified?
dramas: *The Glass Menagerie, Tennessee Williams

Death of a Salesman, Arthur Miller
The Caine Mutiny Court Martial, Herman Wouk

Greek dramas: Antigone (Sophocles) ; Medea (Euripedes) ; Agamem-
non (Aescylus) ; *Oedipus Rex (Sophocles)

story : "The Secret Sharer" Joseph Conrad
narrative: *"Killing an Elephant," George Orwell
poem: *"The Hired Man," Robert Frost
(class discussion of selection to clarify facts, raise questions of inter-
pretation and values. Panel 1 presents a case for the defense. Panel 2
presents either (1) case for the prosecution, or (2) case for another
character. Listeners take notes, question, refute, evaluate; as jury,
may vote on most convincing case, stating supporting reasons. Panels
may be omitted, substituting more class discussion followed by or-
ganized, supported writing)

*Note: All listed literary selections are merely suggestions from Those
tried and found successful in college freshman English classes.
Those starred are in the Anthology Literary Reflections by
Jack Kendall, et al.

The student detects through viewing a picture for a few seconds at a time then listing
the importance of ob- what he sees (first viewings are likely to be hit-or-miss; later general
servation in writing impressions)

.through studying literary models -- author goes from general to specific
or vice versa

through identifying primary and secondary characteristics of properties
and people
Examples:

Primary Secondary
books textbooks, checkbooks, picture books
fruits apple, pear, lemon, grape
friend generous, amiable, congenial
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Language Behavior Learning Experiences

The student writes
with confidence

The student demon-
strates ability to or-
ganize, restrict, and
clarify

through oral exchange of ideas about similarities and differences in
objects, events, characters
Examples:

How are Harry in Harry the Dirty Dog by Gene Zion and Dandelirn
in Don Freeman's Dandelion alike and how are they different?
Present paragraphs from three different books and help the students
discover the contrasts among the selections.
S. Ish-Kishor's A Boy of Old Prague
Phillip Sherlock's Anansi the Spider Man, Jamican Folk Tales
Mafia Wojoechowska's Shadow of a Bull

--through multiple opportunities to write for a specific purpose and to a
recognized audience (not to merely satisfy an instructor)

--through controlling his attitude toward self-expression (1 ecognizing and
analyzing his strengths and weaknesses)

through setting his own goals and objectives; identifying needed skills
and competencies

through relating writing skills learned in English composition class with
writing in other subjects

through writing about his own experiences ; things he knows about be-
cause he lives with them (Great Authors live what they write and ob-
serve keenly how others about them live)
Examples: Hemingway

Lenski
Sandburg

through following basic steps in writing
Examples:

choosing and restricting a writing subject
stating a main idea or thesis
surveying probable sources of developmental materials
outlining major developmental divisions
selecting developmental materials
expanding developmental divisions into subdivisions
expanding the outline into first draft
revising the first draft into final working copy
revising the final working copy into final copy
proofreading the final copy
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WRITING

Learning Experiences

(The first four steps include The necessary elements for establishing the
structure of the paper; the next three provide for the full development;
and the last three allow the writer to achieve the style necessary for the
finished manuscript.)
*Concise Rhetoric, Campbell and Littlefield, page 5.
through determining what treatment to give a composition before be-

ginning to write (aids the writer in selecting his material)
through analyzing the audience to be sure his writing fulfills its purpose
through observing, reading, and discussing to develop content. "New

Concepts in Composition" English Journal, January 1969
through restricting the topic to accommodate the audience
through selecting a topic that can be adequately treated within the time

limit set for the completion

Handwriting is essential to all areas of
a person's life in school and out. Paul Purns
states that the trend today defines com-
petency in handwriting in terms of stand-
ards acceptable in the social and business
writing of adults; relates handwriting to
written composition; limits practice to meet-
ing recognized needs; and recognizes individ-
uality of style.'

The teacher's role is to use care in his
own handwriting and in his attention to
teaching handwriting. The student sees a
need for improving his handwriting when
he realizes that if his writing is not legible
it cannot be read. Since handwriting extends
into all written work, it is necessary to
achieve the best development in writing
skills. Therefore, periods of instruction and
practice should grow out of the pupil's need
in practical writing. Enough uniformity is
important to meet reasonable standards of
legibility in handwriting. Courtesy demands
consistency to prevent inconvenience, frus-
tration, or misunderstanding on the part of
the reader.

' Paul Burns, lmproling Handwriting Instruction in
Elementary Schools, (Minneapolis: Burgess
Publishing Co., 1962) p. 3.

Handwriting
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411 :

Students ere not all ready to write at
the same stage in their development. There-
fore, instruction in handwriting should not
be the same for all in a single classroom. Ac-
cording to authorities, manuscript is usually
continued well into the third grade. Even
after cursive writing is introduced, manu-
s'!ript should be continued for practical and
personal purposes until the student has
gained sufficient skill to use cursive writing
fluently. Both manuscript and cursive will be
useful throughout his lifetime.

Studies indicate that all pupils are
helped in the area of reading when manu-
script is introduced. Manuscript is easy to
learn because it resembles print in books.
Manuscript also serves as a motivating force
to get children to write more.

Between 5 and 10 per cent of all students
in today's classrooms are left handed. Left
handedness must be completely accepted by
the teacher, however, the left handed child
she uld not be left to acquire handwriting
skills on his own. He, too, needs attention
and proper instruction in these skills.

An inexp,nsive and helpful guide in the
area of hand ing is Paul Burns' book
mentioned in the footnote. Sample pager of
hail !writing from his book have been in-
cluled.
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SPELLING GIVE A WORD A PERSONALITY

Teaching spelling is an all-day job.
Words need teaching far more than they need
testing. Anyone who writes must learn t )

spell correctly, because in our society, people
who do not spell by accepted standards are
considered illiterate. Therefore, the teaching
of spelling is a part of the teaching of writ-
ing. The student should understand the rela-
tion between spelling and reading, and sp:!!!-
ing and wiiting.

Too often spelling is considered a nuis-
ance subject where words are taught in iso-
lation. The teacher cannot abdicate his re-
sponsibility to teach spelling, but he needs
to change his methods.

In order to get a word's personality
across to a student, a teacher can show pic-
tures of the word, use real objects, draw a
chalk sketch, read a senten e, prose para-
graph, or short poem in which it is used A
student can also figure its meaning from the
context, use the dictionary, figure its mean-
ing from similar words, locate its word
source, think of its synonyms, and get ac-
quainted with its antonyms.

Oral spelling is unrealistic since spelling
takes place in a writing situation. Spelling
practice should consist of writing words in a
natural context instead of a list. Such prac-
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tice should come from a mental stimulus
which should lead the student to think of a
sentence containing the word to be spelled.

Most authorities agree that the learning
of rules does not enh2nce spelling ability;
however, when a teacher feels that a student
might profit from a spelling rule, he should
teach it inductively so that the student
evolves the rule for himself. For example,
this may mean getting a student to notice
how a particular phoneme reappea:3 in words
of like patterns and discover the generaliza-
tions. This discovery technique is an essential
part of a modern program. A student can
also learn by locating and correcting mis-
spellings in his own writing through sug-
gestions such as, "You have spelling errors
in this paragraph. Proofread."

All word lists should be judged on the
basis of their contribution to the student's
everyday writing. Whole-word memorization
feats should be confined to those few words
which are almost completely irregular in
their representational patterns.

The teaching of spelling should fall
naturally into its proper place in the teaching
of the language arts since it is impossible to
teach spelling without writing, writing with-
out reading, and reading without listening.



EVALUATION OF LEARNING

The purpose of evaluation is to deter-
mine what each child has accomplished and
help him plan his future progress. Evalua-
tion is a continuous, cooperative, and cumu-
lative process which includes pupil-teacher
evaluation, pupil self evaluation, and teacher
self evaluation.

Positive comments produce better re-
sults; they should encourage the student and
should deal with the thoughts conveyed.
They should be specific enough to point ways
to giowth. Markings should encourage rather
than discourage. However, indiscriminate
praise hinders achievement and creates false
values.

Grading written work is inappropriate
for young children. During the individual
conference where the student reads his work
aloud, he will be able to discover the need for
mechanics (punctuation, spelling, capitaliza-
tion).

Any assignment should be for a purpose
for a specific audience. Written assignments
should be given when the teacher is free to
help with spelling and other mechanics and
encourage students who are afraid to write.

If the evaluation leaves the pupil con-
vinced he has strengths upon which he can
rely, the evaluation is worthy of its inten-
tion. The goal is for self evaluation.
A. Listening

1. The teacher evaluates listening by
Observing individual behavior:

a. Does the individual show a posi-
tive or negative attitude toward
listening?

b. To what degree does he react
favorably or unfavorably to the
instruction?

c. Does he follow directions?
d. Does he react to a speaker's

ideas and participate in class dis-
cussions?

An informal inventory:
a. Read a short selection ami ask

questions about (vents, ideas,
and happenings.

b. Instruct the students to listen
for specific things, such as (1)
how many characters are in the
story, (2) name the characters
as they appear in the story, (3)
how many scenes are in the
story, (4) the main ideas. (5)
events in sequence.
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c. Have students finish an inter-
rupted story by telling it, writ-
ing it, pantomiming it, or draw-
ing events in sequence.

d. Give instruction for a new game
one time and ask students to play
the game.

2. The student evaluates his own listen-
ing skills by

a. Recalling a task he has had to
repeat because he did not listen

b. Relaying oral messages to the
office from his teacher

c. Retelling what another person
has said to him

d. Repeating the directions for
playing a game or making some-
thing

B. Speaking (Oral Language)

I. The teacher evaluates speaking com-
petencies by
a. Observing the way an individual

speaks
b. Listening to his conversation
c. Using tapes to record speech
d. Answering a list of questions fo-

cused on behavior
(1) Does the individual participate

effectively in doss discussions?
(2) Does he take part by telling

things and asking questions?
(3) Does he .peak clearly and dis-

tinctly?
(4) Does he show a tendency to

think before he speaks?
(5) Does he use new words in con-

versing with others?
(6) Is he aware of the social

reasons for correctness in
communications?

2. The student evaluates his own speech
competencies by answering such ques-
tions as
a. Do I feel at ease in conversations

and discussions?
b. Do I look at everyone when I

speak?
c. Do I disagree politely ?
d. DoT try to bring others into the

conversation ?
e, Do I keep to the topic?
f. 1)o I clio,-c ah,1 select Nsords with

care in order to convey exact mean-
iog?

g. 1 enuniiat ii tin. tiy?
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C. Reading

1. The teacher evaluates reading corn-
pei:encies by answering such questions
as

a. Does the reader enjoy reading?
b. Does he recognize the difference be-

tween a statement of facts and a
statement of opinions?

c. Does he question ideas or the com-
petency of the author to make state-
ments?

d. Does he evaluate and weigh evi-
dence?

e. Does he attack words independ-
ently?

f. Does he comprehend what he reads?
g. Does he apply what he reads to the

solution of his own problems?
h. Is he able to summarize and put in-

to sequence the important ideas or
events?

2. The individual evaluates his own read-
irg competencies by asking himself
such questions as
a. Do I understand what I read?
b. Can I talk about what I read?
e. Do I feel that I am in the story

when I read a short story or a
novel ?

d. Do I become upset, or emotionally
involved when I read?

e. Do I know how a character feels?

D. Writing
1. The teacher evaluates writing skills by

observing the following;
a. Does the learner have ideas he is

trying to express?
S. Does he write frequently and freely

without having a specific assign-
ment?

c. Does he organize thought and ex-
press himself well?
Does he write with ease and
fluency?

e. Can he write complete sentences?
paragraphs? essays?

f. Does he demonstrate ability to use
acceptable mechanics?

g. Has he learned techniques of proof-
reading and editing his own writ-
ing?
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2. The student evaluates his own writing
a. Am I chiefly concerned with ideas

in the first draft?
h. Can I express myself with clarity?

:,ay what I want to say ?
c. Do I use vivid and descriptive words

to make my ideas come alive?
d. Do I safeguard my meaning with

good mechanics?
e. Do I check the dictionary for spell-

ing of words that are unfamiliar to
me?

f. Do I invite people to react to my
ideas and to criticize my writing?

3. Teacher-student evaluation
a. Evaluation should be a cooperative

effort on the part of the teacher
and student.
(1) A sample of writing may be

placed on the overhead projec-
tor for class or group evalua-
tion and editing (with consent
of individual),

(2) Provision is made for teacher-
student conferences to look at
strengths and weaknesses; to
edit and revise.

(3) Provision is made for proof-
reading and editing by teams,
pairs, or small groups.

b. Corrections in spelling, punctuation,
and organization should be made by
the author and not by the teacher.
The teacher and/or peer group may
point out errors and suggest
changes, but for effective learning
the changes must be made by the
author.

c. If teacher-student conferences are
not possible, such marginal notes as
the following may suffice. (Positive
rather than negative)
(1) Well done!
(2) Ideas clearly stated
(3) Grammar and usage improving
(4) Word choke good
(5) Meaning of last paragraph

vague
(6) Check punctuation of last

paragraph
d. Whenever posible a tape recorder

may be used instead of writing
marginal notes. Ecr example, while
other students are having a con-
ference with the teacher or are en-
gaged in independent activities, one
student may listen by means of
earphones to comments from the
tape which his teacher has recorded
earlier.
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